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            Abstract
Although tremendous advances have been made in preparing porous crystals from molecular precursors1,2, there are no general ways of designing and making topologically diversified porous colloidal crystals over the 10â€“1,000â€‰nm length scale. Control over porosity in this size range would enable the tailoring of molecular absorption and storage, separation, chemical sensing, catalytic and optical properties of such materials. Here, a universal approach for synthesizing metallic open-channel superlattices with pores of 10 to 1,000â€‰nm from DNA-modified hollow colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) is reported. By tuning hollow NP geometry and DNA design, one can adjust crystal pore geometry (pore size and shape) and channel topology (the way in which pores are interconnected). The assembly of hollow NPs is driven by edge-to-edge rather than face-to-face DNAâ€“DNA interactions. Two new design rules describing this assembly regime emerge from these studies and are then used to synthesize 12 open-channel superlattices with control over crystal symmetry, channel geometry and topology. The open channels can be selectively occupied by guests of the appropriate size and that are modified with complementary DNA (for example, Au NPs).
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                    Fig. 1: Reaction pathway for the synthesis of hollow NPs (NFs and NCs) and open-channel superlattices.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Edge-bonding of NFs that outline space-filling shapes.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Edge-bonding of NFs that outline one shape of a space-filling pair.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Adjusting pore topologies of open-channel superlattices and encapsulation of guests in open lattices.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Edge-bonding of NFs and face-packing of solid NPs that outline space-filling shapes.
a, Models of sc crystals assembled from cubic NFs. b, Models of sc crystals constructed from solid cubes. c, Models of bcc crystals assembled from truncated octahedral NFs. d, Models of bcc crystals constructed from solid truncated octahedra. e, Schematic showing that when the building blocks are derived from space-filling shapes (e.g., cubic, truncated octahedral, and triangular prism NFs), maximizing area sharing maximizes edge sharing at the same time, which drives the thermodynamically stable structure based on CCM. Therefore, NFs that derive from space-filling shapes assemble into the corresponding space-filling construction via edge-bonding. Note that the solid cases are built based on the uniform tessellation of polyhedra.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Edge-bonding of NFs that outline one shape of a space-filling pair.
a, Octahedra and tetrahedra represent one space-filling pair for ccp symmetry. b, The edge-bonding assembly of only octahedral NFs gives the corresponding dual-shape lattice, the ccp structure, with triangular channels of different sizes, and two sets of tetrahedral voids in alternating orientations (shown in yellow and orange). c, Cuboctahedra and square pyramids form a space-filling pair for bct symmetry. d, The edge-bonding assembly of only cuboctahedral NFs gives the corresponding dual-shape lattice, the bct structure, with quadrilateral and triangular channels, and two sets of square pyramidal voids with alternating orientations (highlighted in yellow and orange). e, Truncated cubes and octahedra form a space-filling pair for sc symmetry. f, The edge-bonding assembly of only truncated cubic NFs gives the corresponding dual-shape lattice, the sc structure, with triangular, hexagonal, and octagonal channels, and octahedral voids (highlighted in yellow). Therefore, NFs that outline one shape of a convex space-filling pair can assemble into the corresponding space-filling cocrystal lattice via edge-bonding. Note that the solid cases are built based on uniform tessellation of polyhedra.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Pore sizes can be deliberately tailored by changing the dimensions of the hollow NP building blocks.
aâ€“i, Open channel superlattices with ccp symmetry and different channel sizes. ModelsÂ (a, d, g)Â and SEM imagesÂ (b, c, e, f, h, i)Â of ccp crystals assembled from Au-Pt octahedral NFs in different sizes. Scale bars: 200 nmÂ (c, f, i); 5 ÂµmÂ (b, e, h). L: NF size; l: pore size.


Extended Data Fig. 4 The pore geometry and topology of the superlattices can be tuned by employing NCs where specific facets are solid (compared to NFs).
a, b, Models of bcc crystals assembled from truncated octahedral NFs and NCs, respectively. c, d, Models of sc crystals assembled from truncated cubic NFs and NCs respectively. e, f, Models of bct crystals assembled from cuboctahedral NFs and NCs, respectively. From left to right, each panel contains models showing the building blocks, the assembled porous crystals, and the pore topologies of the corresponding crystals.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Pore topologies are programmed by both the shape of the building blocks and the crystal symmetry.
aâ€“l, A library of open channel superlattices include: a, 1D chain assembled from triangular prism NFs; b, ih crystal assembled from triangular prism NFs; c, ccp crystal assembled from octahedral NFs; d, sc crystal assembled form cubic NFs; e,Â bcc crystal assembled from truncated octahedral NCs; f, sc crystal assembled from cuboctahedral NCs; g, bcc crystal assembled from truncated octahedral NFs; h, sc crystal assembled from truncated cubic NFs; i, bcc crystal assembled from slightly truncated octahedral NCs; j, sc crystal assembled from truncated cubic NCs; k, bct crystal assembled from cuboctahedral NFs; and l, bct crystal assembled from cuboctahedral NCs. From left to right, each panel contains models shown in perspective view, projected along the indicated lattice directions (including <111>, <100> and <110> directions (câ€“j); <001>, <011>, <111>, <100>, and <110> directions (k,l)], and models showing the pore topologies.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Experimental (red) and simulated (black) SAXS profiles of open channel superlattices with different symmetries.
a, Porous crystals with sc symmetry assembled from cubic NFs. b, Porous crystals with bcc symmetry assembled from truncated octahedral NFs. c, Porous crystals with ccp symmetry assembled from octahedral NFs. d, Porous crystals with bct symmetry assembled from cuboctahedral NFs. e, Porous crystals with sc symmetry assembled from cuboctahedral NCs. f, Porous crystals with bcc symmetry assembled from truncated octahedral NCs. g, Porous crystals with sc symmetry assembled from truncated cubic NCs. h, Porous crystals with bct symmetry assembled from cuboctahedral NCs. i, Porous crystals with sc symmetry assembled from truncated cubic NFs. It is worth noting that the signal of the peaks is not strong owing to the porous and anisotropic nature of the crystals.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Reconstructed 3D models of open channel superlattices from electron microscopy tomography.
a, Porous crystals with ccp symmetry assembled from octahedral NFs viewed from different angles. b, Porous crystals with bct symmetry assembled from cuboctahedral NFs viewed from different angles. Tomographic reconstruction is consistent with symmetry considerations.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Negative effective index simulation of the porous ccp crystal assembled from Au-Pt octahedral NFs.
a, Calculated effective refractive index (n, blue line) and extinction coefficient (k, red line) of a porous Au-Pt ccp crystal. b, Electric field phase accumulated throughout the Au-Pt ccp crystal at wavelengths corresponding to positive (blue line), near-zero (red line), and negative index (black and purple lines) regions.





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
Supplementary materials and methods, text, figures, tables and references.


Supplementary Video 1 Topological diagrams of open-channel superlattices.
This video shows expanding empty spaces of different types of open-channel superlattices, growing inside out. From top left to bottom right, these diagrams representâ€”top column: 1D column formed from prism NFs, ih crystal formed from prism NFs, bct crystal formed from cuboctahedral NFs, bct crystal formed from cuboctahedral NCs. Middle column: sc crystal formed from cubic NFs, sc crystal formed from cuboctahedral NCs, sc crystal formed from truncated cubic NFs, sc crystal formed from truncated cubic NCs. Bottom column: ccp crystal formed from octahedral NFs, bcc crystal formed from truncated octahedral NFs, bcc crystal formed from truncated octahedral NCs, bcc crystal formed from slighted truncated octahedral NCs.


Supplementary Video 2 Phase propagation in time in the case of effective negative index.
This video shows the change of the electric field phase in time over the xâ€“z plane at 1,550â€‰nm wavelength. A ten-layer ccp structure assembled from octahedral NFs is located inside the vacuum, where the white dashed lines denote the structure. The structure is illuminated by an x polarized plane wave source. The plane waves are injected towards the +z direction (from bottom to top). Phase values are represented by MATLABâ€™s standard colour map â€˜jetâ€™.


Supplementary Video 3 Phase propagation in time in the case of effective positive index.
This video shows the change of the electric field phase in time over the xâ€“z plane at 840â€‰nm wavelength. A ten-layer ccp structure assembled from octahedral NFs is located inside the vacuum, where the white dashed lines denote the structure. The structure is illuminated by an x polarized plane wave source. The plane waves are injected towards the +z direction (from bottom to top). Phase values are represented by MATLABâ€™s standard colour map â€˜jetâ€™.


Supplementary Video 4 3D reconstructed structures of representative NFs.
This video shows the computer-reconstructed 3D structures of octahedral (left) and cuboctahedral (right) NFs, based on a series of tilted HAADF-STEM images.
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